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Abstract
This paper aims at focusing on the role of the language laboratories beyond their regular scope of disseminating
linguistic knowledge and the labs as the focal elements by being nodes of functional and socio-economic awareness
related aspects by undertaking exercises beyond syntactic controls. The concept of language being a socio-semiotic is
taken up as the fundamental element.

The paper undertakes an analysis as to how the serpentine and labyrinthine moorings of the different
approaches to language learning can be done away with when once the open and rational approaches to information
processing get realized with the help of language laboratories.

Introduction:
The Language teacher has a social responsibility, in addition to pedagogic responsibility in carving citizens of
first order by administering appropriate proportions of documented and emergent methods and by utilizing
instructional materials that demonstrate the required prudence with prolific illustrations in order to produce
pertinacious professionals with perspicacious perception and perspicuous persona. Innovation,
experimentation and metamorphosis have been the qualities of every organized society and a progressive
culture in each epoch of human existence.  Academic investigations represent unbounded capabilities of
logically organized and pragmatically processed lines of thinking possessed by human beings.

Genesis, Extent and Scope of language laboratories:

Language laboratories have predominantly been established in different levels of academic
institutions like schools, colleges and universities. The nomenclature varies from institution to institution
based on the perception of the institution towards the facility and the variety of activities that   get conducted
in it.
1. Language resource centre
2. Multimedia laboratory
3. Centre for language study
4. Language learning centre
5. Interactive media centre
6. Language and technology centre
7. Media centre
8. Open access centre
9. Foreign language centre
10. Open learning centre
11. Open access multimedia centre
12. Self-access centre
13. Individualized language learning centre
14. Independent learning centre
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15. CA(E)LL centre/lab
16. World media and cultural centre
17. Language acquisition centre
18. Language and computer laboratory

The perceived need to teach war-zone languages in the Second World War and the subsequent onset of the
Cold War brought about, under the aegis of the US Armed Forces Institute and the American Council of
Learned Societies, the development in methods for teaching foreign languages (Toth 2003). The use of audio-
lingual method by the US Army dates back to 1942. By the 1950s language labs began to get established.
Universities with a Progressive orientation with an international vision endeavoured to be the harbingers of a
metamorphosis by putting forward inventories of audio-based language-learning materials. As has been in
established in several developments it takes little time for any advancement to make forays into educational
technology, different technological advancements contributed a great for the phenomenon. As per the
Recording Technology History compiled by Steven Schoenherr (July 2005) , one can understand the
developments which had directly or indirectly contributed makes one understand that in the US

 Diamond-Disc players began to be sold in 1913
 commercial radio came into operation in 1920
 the first commercial sound film with spoken dialogue was achieved in 1927
 the first magnetic tape recorder was demonstrated in Berlin in 1935 and in 1949
 7-inch 45rcm micro-groove vinylite records were introduced (Schoenherr 2005)

Language labs established themselves as centres of language learning contemporaneously during the rock and
roll years of the 1950s and 1960s; technological breakthroughs during this period were catalysed by the
enticing rewards of musical entertainment and language labs were on the whole fortuitous beneficiaries of
these market-orientated advancements(Christopher Alexander 2007) .

The transistor portable radio the stereo LP the compact audiocassette, the first home Sony video tape recorder
and Dolby Noise Reduction which  were devised during 1950s &1960s were some of the gadgets which shall
also be taken into reckoning as enabling resources. The International Association for Language Learning
Technology (IALLT) established in 1965 as a professional organization attempted at offering requisite
leadership in the sustained progressive utilization of instructional technology for pedagogic processing

Language laboratories were not an exception to the ups and downs which are common to any process or
technology. Even though recording technology had been on a rise during 1970s &1980s in the form of the
then very popular VHS tapes (1977), Sony Walkman audiocassette player (1979), video camcorder (1980) ,
the primacy of Language Laboratories was on a down trend as observed by Garcia and Wolff 2001 and
Davies et al. 2005. This downtrend was attributed to the conceptual and/ or strategic shift from structural
approach to other Second Language Acquisition techniques/ approaches which include

 The Silent Way (Gattegno 1972)
 Total Physical Response (Asher 1969)
 Community Language Teaching (Curran 1976)
 Suggestopedia (Lozanov 1978)
 Communicative Approaches (Brumfit and Johnson 1979, Widdowson 1978, Yalden 1983)
 The Natural Way (Krashen and Terrell 1983).

By venturing to explore the related thought, one can observe the following points predominantly

1. Even though Chomsky’s Cognitive philosophy resorted to a bitter attack on the Behaviorist approach
with its “filling-the-blank-slate” (Beatty 2003: 94) and with its rote-learning and repetitive drilling described
as “drill and kill”  by Warschauer and Healey 1998), it continues to be a point of academic discussion and
more blatantly compared to the constructivist approach  in some of the modern CALL thought
2. Beatty endeavours to exemplify the way constructivism stands apart from behaviourism attempting to
establish that learning is a process which leads the learners to construct new ideas or concepts by
administering their repertoire. and the learner “has greater control and responsibility over what he or she
learns” (Beatty 2003: 91).
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3. Collaboration is a significant activity in CALL as it contributes to enhancing social skills and
develop lines of thinking and ‘it mirrors the way in which learners often need to work once they leave the
academic setting’ (Beatty 2003:99-100)
4. The benefits of collaborative learning is amply discussed by several researchers like Candlin 1981,
Chaudron 1988, Ellis 1998 and Nunan 1992
5. Directed Independent Language Study is another phenomenon that figures as one of leading features.

IV. The digital revolution and self-access
The onslaught of the digital technology in the early 1980s with its CDROMs (1985), DVD players (1996),
MP3 players (1998), Apple Computer iPods (2001) and the subsequent advancements gave an Impetus for the
language labs. “self-access centres (or language labs) have occupied a central position in the practice of
autonomy and many teachers have come to the idea of autonomy through their work in them”. (Benson 2001:
114)

5. Language-lab facilities
Modern language labs offer a wide range of services to users. Most of the services relate to offering a variety
of modes of learning foreign languages and developing a corresponding assortment of materials for such
languages. Such language labs often have a developed administrative and state-of-the-art technical
infrastructure. Another area that modern language labs are widening pertains to innovation and development.
The Center for Language Study at Yale University for instance engages in professional development, provides
funding for research or attempts to strengthen language programmes taught at the University
(https://cls.yale.edu/our-programs accessed on 17-12-2017). Most of the language labs possess a plethora of
training and testing services for students and staff. The Cambridge University Language Centre on their
research and development e-link maintains that “The Language Centre supports the teaching and learning of
languages throughout the University. It does so flexibly in accordance with the needs of its users; it uses IT to
underpin its operations and its activities are informed by relevant research in second language acquisition and
educational technology”. (http://www.langcen.cam.ac.uk/lc/index.html accessed on 17-12-2017). Princeton
University Language Resource Center receives support from the Educational Technologies Center and so
builds and maintains tools for teaching and research.

Some of the buzzwords of the current academic world include
1. Moodles
2. Virtual learning environment (VLE)
3. Course/Learning management systems (C/LMS)
4. Pod catching and podcasting
5. Chatting online
6. Education-oriented MOOing (e.g. SchMOOze),
7. Learning and using HTML
8. Skype-casting
9. Web CT
10. Blogging (vlogging),
11. Webcasting
12. Mo-blogging
13. Virtual reality (VR) environments,
14. LAMS: learning activity management system,
15. Learning platforms
16. Video conferencing
17. Personal broadcasting
18. Augmented reality and enhanced visualization
19. Context-aware environments and devices
20. Educational gaming
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21. E-safety
22. Blended learning (hybrid/mixed)
23. M-learning,
24. Distributed learning
25. E-mentoring

Conclusion
The moves towards autonomous learning enabled by the technological advancements may have positive
impact yet leaving some grey shades in the form of mechanical orientation in the academic environment and
attempts at more frequency of Interim grammars to emanate especially in the context of second language
acquisition. Hence, the educators and educational administrators shall evince required concern in deftly
balancing the elements of educational realization in making the students acquire both soft and hard skills
pertaining to the phenomenon
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